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1 Executive Summary

The existing building located on 4 Victoria Street sits directly opposite West-
minster Abbey and enjoys one of the most prestigious locations in London. 
Its proximity to landmarks such as Parliament Square, the Houses of Parlia-
ment and Queen Elizabeth Hall make it a very desirable location for high 
specification offices in the heart of the capital.

Built in the mid 70s, 4 Victoria Street is a large office building of very good 
quality with a services infrastructure of high specification. The Stage C design 
proposals contained in this report illustrate a level of refurbishment and re-
modelling that, whilst retaining the existing envelope and gross internal area, 
matches this qualitative level.

Opportunities for sustainable development are also identified and developed 
in order to offer the best opportunity for minimising the building’s environ-
mental impact. Whilst a base refurbishment scheme is defined and costed to 
achieve a BREEAM rating of “Very Good”, additional areas and strategies are 
identified where further efforts could be made to lift this rating to “Excellent” 
or “Outstanding”. A higher BREEAM rating would increase the prominence of 
the building and is likely to attract a wider range of prestigious tenants.

It is understood that whilst a speculative approach to an office building de-
velopment would seek to minimise capital costs, the client owns the building 
and intends to retain it in the years to come. This has an impact on the way 
running and management costs need to be factored in the total budget, and 
the design/cost options have been developed accordingly.

A number of strategic areas in the remodelling of the building have been 
identified - these are intended to drive the project forward and have been 
developed, including a number of options, in the design proposals:

•	 Relocating	the	main	entrance	and	reception	form	Tothill	Street	to	Victoria	
Street is considered a crucial move to open the building to a major 
circulation artery and ensure the best possible orientation;

•	 Remodelling	the	ground	floor	spaces	to	offer	a	clearer	access	and	
entrance, in keeping with the client’s brief and the prestigious location;

•	 Redesigning	the	external	spaces	surrounding	the	building,	particularly	
the plaza in front of the Pentagon (and facing Westminster Abbey);

•	 Redesigning	the	central	circulation	core	to	ensure	optimum	access	to	
services, clarity of orientation and circulation, and maximum natural light;

•	 Redeveloping	the	services	provision	to	the	office	floors,	proposing	an	
efficient strategy based on
o chilled beams recessed in a continuous suspended ceiling
o perimeter heat emitters
o	 continuous	raised	floor	for	flexible	power	and	data	provision
o option of mixed mode ventilation strategy with openable windows

During consultation meetings with the Project Team, further design options 
have been identified to enhance the rental opportunities of the building and 
these are illustrated in the following sections. Although these did not form part 
of the original brief, it was agreed that their inclusion in the project may signifi-
cantly enhance the character of the building and increase the opportunities 
for high spec revenue:

•	 Develop	the	area	facing	Tothill	Street	into	a	shell	&	core	space	for	two	
retail units (approx. 270m2), independently accessed via a common set 
of steps and a platform lift;

•	 Additional	rooftop	accommodation	above	the	Victoria	Wing	(approx.	
300m2) for executive offices and meeting rooms with views over to 
Westminster Abbey

These options are costed separately and further discussion is required to test 
their viability with the original brief.

A crucial factor to ensure the success of this scheme will be the procurement 
strategy and how the project is packaged to attract potential occupiers. A 
workshop organised for the 4th April 2012 is intended to discuss and develop 
a suitable procurement approach, with consideration to construction pro-
gramme, costs and rental opportunities.

1
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2 Introduction

2.1 OVERVIEW

BDP have been appointed to develop initial design proposals for the refur-
bishment and readaptation of the office building on 4 Victoria Street to RIBA 
Stage C.

This follows a Feasibility Study previously carried out by BDP, which identified 
a number of possible options from refurbishment of the existing building to 
redevelopment	including	the	addition	of	new	floors	to	significantly	increase	
the	floor	area	of	the	building.

The building in 4 Victoria Street is a concrete framed office block with one 
basement	level	and	seven	levels	above	ground	floor,	dating	back	to	the	mid	
70s. An initial assessment of the property highlighted the following:

•	 excellent	West	End	location	adjacent	to	Parliament	Square	and	over-
looking Westminster Abbey

•	 large	floorplates	for	West	End	standards
•	 area	currently	dominated	by	Government
•	 fragmented	floorplate

Key Issues to consider in the development of the design proposals include:

•	 Existing	buildings	condition,	construction	and	general	arrangement
•	 Property	market	and	prospective	tenants
•	 Existing	town	planning	consents,	future	applications	and	contributions
•	 Rights	of	Light	and	legal	constraints
•	 Existing	tenants,	HSBC,	Barclays	and	NIOC	associated	companies
•	 Change	of	use	for	the	spaces	facing	Victoria	Street	
•	 Status	/	designation	of	existing	building	(Section	20)

2.2	 APPOINTMENTS

The following consultants have assisted in developing the design proposals:

(Under BDP appointment)

Environmental Services Engineering and Sustainability BDP
Structural and Civil Engineering    BDP
Acoustic Engineering     BDP
Lighting Design      BDP
CDM Coordination     EC Harris
Fire Engineering      Tenos

(Under direct appointment)

Project Management     RISE
Cost Consultancy     WT Partnership
Property Consultancy     Tuckerman

2
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2 Introduction

2.5 SURVEYS

A comprehensive CAD measured survey was provided to the Design Team 
and this is included in the final section of this report.

Pre-construction surveys of existing electrical and mechanical services have 
been carried out in order to ascertain the condition, performance and esti-
mated longevity of the current systems. These are discussed in detail in the 
Environmental Engineering Report, issued under separate cover.

Following a tender process for the intrusive investigations to the structure and 
fabric of the building, RSK have been recommended for carrying out these 
works. The intrusive surveys will be crucial in determining the quality, condi-
tions and characteristics of elements such as

•	 concrete	structure
•	 external	facade	and	basement
•	 existing	wall	construction

The results should be available at the next design stage but, considering the 
characteristics of the existing building as observed, and past experience with 
buildings of similar age and type, the risk of finding significant problems is 
relatively low.

It is recommended that a complete Type 3 Asbestos survey is undertaken in 
the next stage, to close out the associated risks and to inform the design as 
it moves towards detailed stage.

2
2.3 STAKEHOLDERS

The project brief has been developed with the Client Project Team, including 
the following representatives:

•	 Mr.	S.F.	Mirnezami	(NIOC	Pension	Fund	Representative)
•	 Mr.	A.	A.	Mazraei	(NTTCO	Executive	Director)
•	 Mr.	Tasalloti	(NTTCO	Board	Member)
•	 Mr.	M.	Bayat	(NTTCO	Finance	Manager)

Initial meetings have been attended with DTZ, Barclays Bank’s representa-
tives, to illustrate the strategy for enhancing the external areas adjacent to the 
bank’s demise, ensuring that DDA requirements are met and lifting the char-
acter and finishes to a quality in keeping with the context. Further meetings 
will be required to discuss the design solutions as these are developed more 
in detail, and to agree any cost contribution by the bank.

2.4	 RECORD	INFORMATION

A number of record drawings were made available by the client for consulta-
tion by the design team. These cover architectural, structural and services 
aspects and, although some discrepancies have been observed with the 
existing fabric, they constitute a good background for the understanding of 
the building.

Subject to confirmation by the intrusive investigations report, some of the indi-
cations contained in these drawings have been integrated in the initial design 
proposals.
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View from the Pentagon looking towards the Houses of Parliament

Aerial view from south
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3 Client Brief

GENERAL

•	 Alterations	and	reordering	of	typical	floor	plates	to	be	limited	to	minor	
modifications and exclude major structural modifications.

•	 Basement	level.	No	no-user	access	for	security	reasons.	Provision	
of cycle storage, showers and lockers to be considered (BREEAM 
related).

GROUND	FLOOR	RECEPTION	AREAS

•	 Main	reception	to	be	on	Victoria	Street	and	separated	securely	from	
other functions. Consider approach, location, canopy, finishes and 
security

•	 Investigate	structural	viability	of	new	opening	from	Victoria	Street	and	
develop design.

•	 3	full	time	security,	two	behind	desk	(including	16	cameras	CCTV	con-
trol), one going around the building;

•	 Small	office	for	change/rest/breakout	behind	desk	required;
•	 Swipe	cards	to	be	used	for	tenants	and	access	to	yard	and	basement	

to be securely controlled.
•	 High	spec	waiting/lounge	space	required	facing	onto	Victoria	Street;
•	 Provision	for	water/coffee	for	visitors	required;
•	 Toilets	for	waiting	area	required	(1	+	1DDA)	-	investigate	feasibility	of	

locating this beyond security turnstiles;
•	 No	visitors	cloakroom	required;
•	 60m2 approx. space to be assigned to a Telecom tenant as a shopfront 

onto Victoria Street;
•	 Separate	NIOC	entrance	from	Tothill	Street	required.	This	may	have	se-

curity issues. Fire escape from Barclays demise to be retained. Layout 
to be developed

•	 Ground	level	retail	to	be	accessed	from	Tothill	Street.	Issues	include	
disabled access, security, demise lines and letting parameters, together 
with alternative uses to be considered if not retail (lounge area / coffee 
shop / meeting rooms for tenants, landlord fit out)

LETTING	/	OCCUPANCY

•	 Existing	tenants	on	6th	floor	and	5th	floor	of	Pentagon	to	be	retained	
during construction works.  Final locations to be confirmed and loca-
tions	during	works	to	be	reviewed.	1st	floor	level	may	be	best	to	com-
plete first. Banks to remain in current locations.

•	 Occupancy	levels	recommended	to	be	6m2/person for escape pur-
poses, but services to be sized to cope with maximum 8m2/person.

•	 NIOC	intends	to	occupy	1st and 2nd	floors	of	the	building.	Building	oc-
cupation by a single tenant would be preferable but there should be 
flexibility	for	separate	tenancies.	Services	metering	to	be	split	in	zones	
to	allow	different	tenants	to	occupy	the	three	areas	of	each	floor.

•	 Existing	tenants,	Barclays	Bank	and	HSBC	to	remain	in	occupation	for	
the duration of the works.

CORE	DESIGN

•	 A	single	occupancy	is	preferred	however	the	core	design	is	to	allow	for	
multiple occupancy if necessary.

•	 Access	to	toilets	needs	to	be	from	landlord	controlled	areas.

EXTERNAL	PLAZA

•	 Relandscaping	to	area	facing	Barclays	Bank	to	be	considered.
•	 Key	issues:	security,	access	and	disabled	access.
•	 Technical	requirements	will	require	review	with	WCC.	No	public	feature	

is desired.

3

View of the Pentagon
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4 Design	Development	-	Entrance	and	Reception	Spaces

OPTION	1

•	 Main	entrance	from	Victoria	Street	via	revolving	doors.
•	 New	glass	and	steel	canopy	to	signal	the	entrances	and	celebrate	the	

access points
•	 New	external	treatment	to	emergency	exit	via	Victoria	Street,	with	

relocated accessible entrance to Barclays Bank and relocated dry riser 
inlet.

•	 Separate	space	for	tenant	facing	Victoria	Street	(shell	&	core)
•	 High	specification	reception	space	with	generous	waiting	areas,	leading	

through security to the stone-clad lift lobby
•	 Ancillary	spaces	to	reception	area	located	behind	the	reception	desk	-	

security office offers some visual control of the lift lobby
•	 Space	facing	Tothill	Street	to	be	developed	as	lounge	area	including	

flexible	meeting	spaces	and	a	small	coffee	counter	for	the	use	of	the	
building’s tenants only - no public access

•	 External	steps	to	Tothill	street	to	be	reconfigured	and	a	reversible	timber	
deck terrace to be fitted for the tenants’ use.

•	 Emergency	exit	from	Barclay’s	Bank	to	Tothill	Street	to	be	retained
•	 Relandscaped	external	plaza	to	Barclays	Bank	with	new	DDA	compliant	

ramp, extended landing / steps and repaving in stone

•	 NOTE:	This	option	was	considered	to	be	unsuitable	in	that	the	layout	
does	not	allow	the	flexibility	to	integrate	a	separate	entrance	into	the	
building form Tothill Street.

4

View of the existing entrance to the building via Tothill Street
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4

4 Design	Development	-	Entrance	and	Reception	Spaces

OPTION	2

•	 Main	entrance	from	Victoria	Street	via	revolving	doors.
•	 New	glass	and	steel	canopy	to	signal	the	entrances	and	celebrate	the	

access points
•	 New	external	treatment	to	emergency	exit	via	Victoria	Street,	with	

relocated accessible entrance to Barclays Bank and relocated dry riser 
inlet.

•	 Separate	space	for	tenant	facing	Victoria	Street	(shell	&	core)
•	 High	specification	reception	space	with	generous	waiting	areas,	leading	

through security to the stone-clad lift lobby
•	 Ancillary	spaces	to	reception	area	located	behind	the	reception	desk	-	

security office offers some visual control of the lift lobby
•	 Space	facing	Tothill	Street	to	be	developed	as	lounge	area	including	

flexible	meeting	spaces	and	a	small	coffee	counter	for	the	use	of	the	
building’s tenants only - no public access

•	 External	steps	to	Tothill	street	to	be	reconfigured	and	a	new	platform	lift	
fitted	for	access	by	NIOC	tenant

•	 New	separate	reception	for	NIOC	tenant	facing	Tothill	Street	with	inde-
pendent access to central stairs and lift lobby

•	 Emergency	exit	from	Barclay’s	Bank	to	Tothill	Street	to	be	retained
•	 Relandscaped	external	plaza	to	Barclays	Bank	with	new	DDA	compliant	

ramp, extended landing / steps and repaving in stone

•	 NOTE:	This	option	is	to	be	costed

View of the new entrance to the proposed reception via Victoria Street
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OPTION	3

•	 Main	entrance	from	Victoria	Street	via	revolving	doors.
•	 New	glass	and	steel	canopy	to	signal	the	entrances	and	celebrate	the	

access points
•	 New	external	treatment	to	emergency	exit	via	Victoria	Street,	with	

relocated accessible entrance to Barclays Bank and relocated dry riser 
inlet.

•	 Separate	space	for	tenant	facing	Victoria	Street	(shell	&	core)
•	 High	specification	reception	space	with	generous	waiting	areas,	leading	

through security to the stone-clad lift lobby
•	 Ancillary	spaces	to	reception	area	located	behind	the	reception	desk	-	

security office offers some visual control of the lift lobby
•	 Space	facing	Tothill	Street	to	be	developed	as	shell	&	core	space	for	a	

retail unit, accessed from Tothill Street
•	 External	steps	to	Tothill	street	to	be	reconfigured	and	a	new	platform	lift	

fitted for public access to retail unit
•	 Emergency	exit	from	Barclay’s	Bank	to	Tothill	Street	to	be	retained
•	 Relandscaped	external	plaza	to	Barclays	Bank	with	new	DDA	compliant	

ramp, extended landing / steps and repaving in stone

•	 NOTE:	This	option	was	considered	to	be	unsuitable	in	that	the	Tothill	
Street areas layout would allow for one retail space only. This would 
limit the opportunities to find a suitable tenant. Also, the layout does not 
allow	the	flexibility	to	integrate	a	separate	entrance	into	the	building	form	
Tothill Street.

4

4 Design	Development	-	Entrance	and	Reception	Spaces

View of the Tothill Street elevation
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OPTION	4

•	 Main	entrance	from	Victoria	Street	via	revolving	doors.
•	 New	glass	and	steel	canopy	to	signal	the	entrances	and	celebrate	the	

access points
•	 New	external	treatment	to	emergency	exit	via	Victoria	Street,	with	

relocated accessible entrance to Barclays Bank and relocated dry riser 
inlet.

•	 Separate	space	for	tenant	facing	Victoria	Street	(shell	&	core)
•	 High	specification	reception	space	with	generous	waiting	areas,	leading	

through security to the stone-clad lift lobby
•	 Ancillary	spaces	to	reception	area	located	behind	the	reception	desk	-	

security office offers some visual control of the lift lobby
•	 Space	facing	Tothill	Street	to	be	developed	as	shell	&	core	space	for	up	

to two retail units, independently accessed from Tothill Street via a com-
mon set of steps and platform lift

•	 Existing	external	steps	to	Tothill	street	to	be	reconfigured	and	a	new	
platform	lift	fitted	for	access	by	NIOC	tenant

•	 New	separate	reception	for	NIOC	tenant	facing	Tothill	Street	with	inde-
pendent access to central stairs and lift lobby

•	 Emergency	exit	from	Barclay’s	Bank	to	Tothill	Street	to	be	retained
•	 Relandscaped	external	plaza	to	Barclays	Bank	with	new	DDA	compliant	

ramp, extended landing / steps and repaving in stone

•	 NOTE:	This	option	is	to	be	costed

4

4 Design	Development	-	Entrance	and	Reception	Spaces

Proposed view of ground floor reception from Victoria Street entrance
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•	 A	new	accessible	entrance	is	proposed	to	Barclays	Bank,	relocating	
and improving the current non-compliant disabled access via the back 
of the Pentagon building.

•	 A	new	stone	ramp,	extended	landing	and	steps	are	proposed	in	a	sym-
metrical layout to the east facade of the Pentagon.

•	 The	rest	of	the	external	plaza	included	within	the	boundary	of	the	prop-
erty and facing Westminster Abbey and Parliament Square is proposed 
to be repaved in stone.

•	 Initial	feedback	from	DTZ,	Barclays	Bank	representatives	was	positive	
however further consultation is required as the design progresses and 
costs are clarified.

4

4 Design	Development	-	External	Plaza

Views of the existing entrance to Barclays Bank
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KEY ISSUES

•	 Structural	modifications	are	required	to	ensure	that	the	toilets	are	ac-
cessed from the landlord’s area, to allow natural light to come into the lift 
lobby and to increase visual connections and orientation for users.

•	 Existing	dry	riser	provision	to	be	discussed	with	Building	Control	and	
proposed reduction from two to one risers to be agreed. Dry risers to 
be relocated following structural modifications and to open within the 
boundaries of the protected shaft.

•	 Some	relocation	/	modification	of	the	existing	services	risers	is	required	
to ensure that the toilets are accessed from the landlord’s area. Serv-
ices risers not to open within the boundaries of the protected shaft.

	•	 Existing	ventilation	shaft	provision	is	in	excess	of	current	requirements.	
Subject to discussion and agreement with Building Control, it is pro-
posed to reuse some of the space for services risers and to locate 
accessible	toilets	on	every	floor.

•	 It	is	proposed	to	remove	the	existing,	redundant	staircase	ventilation	
shaft to create an open stair with a new balustrade fitted to the inner 
side. A new glazed lantern with opening sides linked to the fire alarm is 
proposed at the top.

•	 New	fire	rated	glazed	doors	are	proposed	to	enclose	the	lift	lobby	
(which forms a protected shaft for emergency and fire fighting purposes) 
and to increase the amount of daylight coming into the space.

•	 New	lift	cars	to	be	fitted	(see	below	for	finishes	schedule).

TOILET	PROVISION

The requirement for toilet provision is based on the occupancy of the space 
and	therefore	is	defined	by	the	overall	net	floor	area	and	the	anticipated	den-
sity	of	occupation.	The	relevant	UK	standard	is	BS	6465.	This	Standard	is	
currently under review, but is likely to call for occupancy to be calculated on 1 
person per 10m2,	based	on	a	male:female	split	of	60%:60%.
Not	withstanding	this,	BCO	research	suggests	that	toilet	provision	should	be	
calculated on the basis of:

Occupation density of 1 per 12m2

Male:female ratio: 60%:60% (i.e. 20% excess provision against 
calculated occupancy)
This	reflects	a	workplace	density	of	1	person	per	10m2 with a utilisation factor 
of	80%.

Requirements for a typical floor area of 1550m2 and an associated 
occupancy of 130 people

Sanitary appliances for female staff
Number	of	persons	at	work	 WCs	 	 	 Washbasins
61-75	 	 	 	 6	 	 	 6
PROVIDED   6   6

Sanitary appliances for male staff where urinals are installed
Number	of	persons	at	work	 WCs	 Urinals	 	 Washbasins
61-75	 	 	 	 3	 3	 	 3
PROVIDED   5 3  4

In	addition,	a	unisex	accessible	cubicle	is	provided	at	each	floor	in	the	centrall	
core

4

4 Design	Development	-	Central	Core

View of the proposed refurbished lift lobby
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•	 New	cycle	parking	and	changing	facilities	for	100	users	(in	excess	of	
BREEAM requirements)

•	 New	unisex	shower	cubicles	for	10	users	(in	excess	of	BREEAM	re-
quirements)

•	 New	provision	for	3no.	toilet	cubicles,	including	an	accessible	WC	/	
shower cubicle (in excess of BREEAM requirements)

•	 New	ramp	to	lift	lobby	to	negotiate	change	in	levels
•	 Lift	lobby	refitted	to	match	central	core	finishes	-	see	sections	above
•	 New	centralised	waste	storage	to	be	located	in	existing	storage	space	

adjacent to access car ramp
•	 Provision	for	basement	smoke	extraction	to	be	retained
•	 Allow	for	alterations	and	extensions	to	existing	services	as	required	by	

the new accommodation
•	 Structural	modifications	due	to	formation	of	an	independent	access	to	a	

retail unit facing Tothill Street required - see following sections

4

4 Design	Development	-	Basement	Spaces
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•	 New	rooftop	extension	proposed	above	Victoria	Wing,	located	back	
from the edge of the building to minimise the visual impact

•	 Proposed	extension	would	provide	an	ideal	location	for	executive	meet-
ing rooms and offices, and has the potential to boost revenues from 
corporate tenants occupying the 7th	floor

•	 Front	elevation	to	be	fully	glazed	with	external	louvres	to	control	solar	
gain and automated openings to provide natural cross ventilation

•	 Access	to	be	via	a	new	feature	staircase,	with	the	addition	of	a	new	
platform lift, from the 7th	floor	of	the	Victoria	Wing

•	 Emergency	egress	to	be	in	two	directions,	via	the	existing	west	and	
central staircases

•	 Structural	modifications	required	due	to	low	design	load	of	the	existing	
roof slab - see following sections

•	 Fire	Strategy	implications	to	be	reviewed	due	to	the	impact	of	additional	
accommodation at roof level - see following sections

4

4 Design	Development	-	Option	for		New	Rooftop	Accommodation
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OPTION	1

•	 Exposed	chilled	beams	with	a	plaster	finish	to	the	existing	soffits
•	 Perimeter	bulkhead	for	services	distribution
•	 Floor-to-ceiling	height	optimised:	approx.	3000mm
•	 Chilled	beams	could	integrate	other	services	such	as	lighting,	smoke	

detection and presence detection
•	 Good	system	flexibility	in	case	later	installation	of	partitions
•	 Existing	windows	to	be	refurbished	and	made	openable	for	mixed	mode	

ventilation, with sensors linked to BMS
•	 150mm	raised	floor	for	services	to	be	installed	throughout
•	 Perimeter	trench	heating	is	preferable	to	radiators

4

4 Design	Development	-	Typical	Office	Arrangement

Exposed chilled beams - Anglia Ruskin University
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OPTION	2

•	 Recessed	chilled	beams	in	a	perimeter	plasterboard	ceiling	with	a	shal-
low soffit void to the central areas

•	 Floor-to-ceiling	height	in	perimeter	areas:	approx.	2600mm
•	 Good	system	flexibility	in	case	later	installation	of	partitions
•	 Existing	windows	to	be	refurbished	and	made	openable	for	mixed	mode	

ventilation, with sensors linked to BMS
•	 150mm	raised	floor	for	services	to	be	installed	throughout
•	 Perimeter	trench	heating	is	preferable	to	radiators

4

4 Design	Development	-	Typical	Office	Arrangement

Exposed chilled beams with perimeter suspended ceiling - King’s College London
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OPTION	3

•	 Recessed	chilled	beams	in	a	continuous	plasterboard	ceiling
•	 Floor-to-ceiling	height:	approx.	2600mm
•	 Good	system	flexibility	in	case	later	installation	of	partitions
•	 Existing	windows	to	be	refurbished	and	made	openable	for	mixed	mode	

ventilation, with sensors linked to BMS
•	 150mm	raised	floor	for	services	to	be	installed	throughout
•	 Perimeter	trench	heating	is	preferable	to	radiators

•	 NOTE:	this	option	was	recommended	for	the	scheme	moving	forward	
to the next design stage

4

4 Design	Development	-	Typical	Office	Arrangement

Chilled beams recessed in suspended ceiling - BBC BirminghamContinuous suspended ceiling - Central St Giles

Options for typical cellular subdivision of the building
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4

4 Design	Development	-	Typical	Office	Arrangement

Typical example of floor laid out as open plan office space
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Option 1 - Layout showing chilled beams laid out perpendicular to the perimeter walls
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4

4 Design	Development	-	Typical	Office	Arrangement

Option 2 - Layout showing chilled beams laid out parallel to the perimeter walls
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Indicative partition layout with chilled beam - option 1
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4

4 Design	Development	-	Typical	Office	Arrangement

Indicative partition layout with chilled beam - option 2
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INSULATED PLASTERBOARD FOR PLASTER DAB
/ ADHESIVE BONDED DRY–LINING

CI/Sfb

Fifth Issue March 2011

(21.9) Rn7 M2

K17 Insulated
Plasterboard

� Premium performance rigid
thermoset insulation –
thermal conductivities as low
as 0.020 W/m.K

� Class 0 fire rating

� Class 0 fire rated insulation core

� Negligible smoke obscuration

� Insulation, dry–lining and
vapour control in one board

� Allows quick response heating

� Unaffected by air infiltration

� Resistant to the passage of
water vapour

� Easy to handle and install

� Ideal for new build and
refurbishment

� Non–deleterious material

� Manufactured with a blowing
agent that has zero ODP and
low GWP

I nsu la t ion

Low Energy –
Low Carbon Buildings

INSULATION FOR TILED OR SLATED PITCHED
WARM ROOF SPACES

Sixth Issue March 2011

� High performance rigid
thermoset insulation –
thermal conductivity
0.022 W/m.K

� Unaffected by air infiltration

� Resistant to the passage of
water vapour

� Easy to handle and install

� Ideal for new build and
refurbishment

� Non–deleterious material

� Manufactured with a blowing
agent that has zero ODP and
low GWP

� Robust Details for Part E
of the Building Regulations
(England & Wales)

I nsu la t ion

TP10

CI/Sfb
(27.9) Rn7 M2

Low Energy –
Low Carbon Buildings

CI/Sfb

Seventh Issue March 2011

(27.9) Rn7 M2

� High performance rigid thermoset
insulation – thermal conductivity
0.022 W/m.K

� LPCB approved to LPS 1181:
Part 1

� FM approved for Class 1 steel
deck roof assemblies

� Fully compatible with most
mechanically fixed single–ply
waterproofing systems

� Compatible with most green roof
systems

� Installation technique is ideal for
fast track building programmes

� Resistant to the passage of
water vapour

� Easy to handle and install
� Ideal for new build and

refurbishment
� Non–deleterious material
� Manufactured with a blowing

agent that has zero ODP and
low GWP

I nsu la t ion

INSULATION FOR FLAT ROOFS WATERPROOFED WITH
MECHANICALLY FIXED SINGLE–PLY WATERPROOFING

TR26 LPC/FM

LPS 1181: Part 1
Certificate No. 388b/01

Class 1 Roof
Construction

Low Energy –
Low Carbon Buildings

Examples of suitable insulation specification
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4 Design	Development	-	Fabric	Enhancements

ROOF	INSULATION

Subject to confirmation by intrusive investigations, it is understood from 
record information that the roof construction comprises 19mm asphalt on 
isolating membrane, on screed laid to falls above the concrete roof slab.

It was observed that a layer of gravel, or concrete paving has been laid over 
portions	of	the	flat	roof	finishes.	This	may	have	provided	some	level	of	protec-
tion to the membrane, however it is a reasonable assumption that the asphalt 
layer may have come close to the end of its usable life and may require 
replacement.

Should this be the case, the roof finishes should be improved to achieve 
the requirements of Approved Document Part L2B (Conservation of fuel and 
power in existing buildings other than dwellings). This indicates a threshold 
U value of 0.35 W/m2K; however a lesser provision may be appropriate if 
there are particular problems associated with the load-bearing capacity of the 
frame or the upstand height.

The following are alternative options for achieving the U value indicated 
above:

Warm roof solution
o retain screed to falls above the concrete slab
o vapour control layer fitted above screed
o	 60mm	Kingspan	TR26	insulation	board
o single ply non-bituminous membrane mechanically fixed
o total thickness approx. 70mm above existing screed
o compatible with most green roof systems
o upstand conditions and additional finish above single ply membrane to 

be confirmed

Cold roof solution
o retain existing roof build-up, with replacement of asphalt membrane
o 50mm softwood cavity battens fixed to concrete soffit
o	 60mm	Kingspan	TP10	insulation	board	fixed	to	battens
o plasterboard soffit mechanically fixed through to battens and skimmed 

to finish
o total thickness approx. 110mm below existing concrete soffit
o suitability of this solution tobe confirmed due to existing services being 

present	under	soffit	of	the	top	floor

FURTHER	FABRIC	ENHANCEMENTS

Improved options for insulating the external walls to achieve a U value of 
0.30 W/m2K compliant with Approved Document Part L2B are listed below. If 
adopted, these would lead to reduced services requirements, energy savings 
and additional BREEAM scoring

Case 1 - Principal elevations to Victoria St. and Tothill St.
•	 Existing	construction:	100mm	natural	stone,	25mm	cavity,	150mm	

concrete wall
o 15mm fixing dabs
o	 62.5mm	Kingspan	K17
o skim coat
o total thickness approx. 80mm

•	 At	window	jambs,	to	prevent	cold	bridging	it	is	recommended	using	a	
32.5mm K17 board mechanically fixed to the substrate, butted to the 
window frame and sealed with proprietary mastic sealant

•	 The	above	solution	can	also	be	used	where	blockwork	is	present	in	lieu	
of concrete (e.g. the elevations facing internal courtyard)

Case 2: Perimeter risers along elevations
•	 Existing	construction	facing	outwards:	100mm	natural	stone,	70mm	

cavity, 100mm Thermalite blockwork
o 15mm dabs
o 57.5mm Kingspan K17 composite insulation board
o skim coat
o total thickness approx. 72.5mm

•	 At	window	jambs,	to	prevent	cold	bridging	it	is	recommended	using	a	
32.5mm K17 board mechanically fixed to the substrate, butted to the 
window frame and sealed with proprietary mastic sealant

•	 To	be	developed	with	regards	to	impact	on	existing	services	risers

NOTE:	Suitable	mechanical	fixings	should	be	used	for	heavy	internal	fittings,	
to ensure the load is applied direct to the supporting wall and not to the King-
span K17 Insulated Plasterboard.

4
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Sample Record Drawing
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4 Design	Development	-	Fabric	Enhancements

4
Base Option

•	 Refurbish	existing	frames	internally	(teak)	and	externally	(anodised	alu-
minium)

•	 Fit	new	draught	seals
•	 Replace	ironmongery	inc.	pivot	hinges,	handles
•	 Fit	solar	film	to	retained	double	glazed	units
•	 Additional	considerations:

o Improved ease of use
o Retains existing units – BREAAM points?
o Does not meet compliant U value – environmental performance not 

optimal (building services need to work harder)
o Cost impact to be assessed

Alternative option A

•	 As	above,	but	with	replacement	of	existing	double	glazed	units	with	new	
low-E glass units

•	 Additional	considerations:
o Improved ease of use
o Partly retains existing units – BREAAM points?
o	 New	glazing	designed	to	meet	required	U	value	–	energy	savings
o Cost impact to be assessed

Alternative Option B

•	 Replacement	of	existing	windows	with	new
•	 Additional	considerations:

o Ease of use
o Designed to meet required U value – energy savings
o Existing units are dismantled – poor sustainability
o Cost impact to be assessed

View of existing windows in the Pentagon

WINDOWS	IMPROVEMENTS

The existing windows comprise double glazed units in teak frames with 
external anodised aluminium. We understand that the units in the Pentagon 
are treated with a blast-proof external layer, although the record information is 
inconsistent with the observed units on site.

They are generally in acceptable conditions but as a minimum would require 
overhauling of the ironmongery to meet the requirements of a mixed-mode 
ventilation system for the building.

Approved	Document	Part	L2B,	table	6	indicates:	“Improvements	that	in	
ordinary circumstances are practical and economically feasible include (7): 
Replacing	existing	windows,	roof	windows	or	rooflights	(but	excluding	display	
windows) or doors (but excluding high-usage entrance doors) which have 
a U value worse than 3.3 W/m2K (standard for windows would be 1.8W/
m2K)”.

However, in 4.23 it also states: “In the context of the Approved Document 
part L2B, the application of the term controlled fitting to a window, roof win-
dow,	rooflight	or	door	refers	to	a	whole	unit,	i.e.	including	the	frame.	Conse-
quently, replacing the glazing whilst retaining an existing frame is not providing 
a controlled fitting, and so such work is not notifiable and does not have to 
meet the Part L standards, although where practical it would be sensible to 
do so.”
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Reception area - qualitative example Toilet cubicle - qualitative exampleLift lobby - qualitative example
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4 Schedule	of	Architectural	Finishes

GROUND	FLOOR

•	 Reception	area	off	Victoria	Street
o Refurbish existing external fixed glazing where applicable
o All new external and internal glazing, glazed doors and revolving 

doors	in	steel	frame	clad	in	toned	&	waxed	bronze	
o	 Stone	flooring	to	circulation	spaces
o	 Broadloom	carpet	flooring	to	waiting	areas
o Feature glass wall behind reception desk with lighting
o Reception desk in stone / corian
o	 Security	turnstiles	clad	in	toned	&	waxed	bronze
o Walls refinished in plaster and repainted
o Suspended plasterboard ceilings

•	 Central	circulation	core
o See below

•	 Meeting	/	Lounge	space	facing	Tothill	Street
o	 Carpet	tiles	flooring
o Walls refinished in plaster and repainted
o Suspended plasterboard ceiling
o Refurbish all existing external fixed glazing where applicable
o	 All	new	external	glazing	in	steel	frame	clad	in	toned	&	waxed	

bronze
o	 All	new	glazed	doors	in	steel	frame	clad	in	toned	&	waxed	bronze
o Full height glazed walls to meeting rooms with integral blinds for 

privacy
o	 Sliding	/	folding	acoustic	walls	between	rooms	for	flexibility

 
•	 (Alternative	option)	NIOC	reception	facing	Tothill	Street

o	 Stone	flooring
o Walls refinished in plaster and repainted
o Suspended plasterboard ceiling
o	 All	new	external	glazing	in	steel	frame	clad	in	toned	&	waxed	

bronze
o	 All	new	glazed	doors	in	steel	frame	clad	in	toned	&	waxed	bronze
o	 Security	office	spaces	in	painted	plasterboard,	carpet	tiles	flooring	

and suspended plasterboard ceiling with painted or stained timber 
doors

 

EXTERNAL	SPACES

•	 External	Plaza	in	front	of	Barclays	Bank
o	 Stone	floor	flags	throughout,	including	new	steps,	ramp	and	dwarf	

walls
o	 Steel	balustrades	/	handrails	clad	in	toned	&	waxed	bronze	and	

glass panels
o Inset lighting
o Repair and refinish existing bollards

•	 External	areas	adjacent	to	main	entrance
o Steel and glass canopy over with integral lighting
o	 Existing	glass	block	flooring	panels	replaced	with	frosted	glass	

panels and lighting underneath – allow for 24 linear metres only
o Wall integrating emergency escape doors to Victoria Street and dry 

riser	inlet	to	be	clad	in	toned	&	waxed	bronze
o	 All	new	flooring	in	stone	flags

•	 External	areas	adjacent	to	Tothill	entrance
o Modified steps in stone to match
o	 All	new	external	glazing	in	steel	frame	clad	in	toned	&	waxed	

bronze
o	 New	deck	terrace	in	painted	or	stained	hardwood	with	painted	

steel balustrade and timber handrail
o	 New	platform	lift	in	in	steel	frame	clad	in	toned	&	waxed	bronze,	

with	stone	floor	to	match	and	glass	balustrade	panels

•	 Generally
o Stone façade cleaned and repaired as necessary
o Brick façade cleaned and repaired as necessary
o Existing stone plinths at street level repaired as required
o Existing plaster finish to Pentagon columns to be removed and 

stone underneath cleaned / repaired (subject to investigations)

 

CENTRAL	CIRCULATION	CORE

•	 Lift	Lobby
o	 Stone	flooring
o Stone clad walls
o Suspended plasterboard ceiling
o All new fire rated internal glazing and glazed doors in steel frame 

clad	in	toned	&	waxed	bronze
o All new windows to be aluminium frame double glazed, fire rated as 

required
o	 Lift	door	surrounds	clad	in	toned	&	waxed	bronze
o Riser doors in painted timber to match walls

•	 Lift	cars
o	 New	lift	cars	with	mirror	and	back	painted	glass	walls,	stone	floors,	

painted steel ceiling tray 
o	 Steel	handrails	and	footrails	clad	in	toned	&	waxed	bronze	with	

brackets to match
o	 Control	panels	clad	in	toned	&	waxed	bronze
o	 	Doors	to	be	clad	in	toned	&	waxed	bronze	on	both	sides

•	 Staircase
o	 All	new	fire	rated	glazed	doors	in	steel	frame	clad	in	toned	&	waxed	

bronze
o Central ventilation shaft removed and new balustrade fitted in steel 

and glass with timber handrail
o Existing handrails replaced with new timber handrails
o Walls refinished in plaster and repainted
o	 Existing	terrazzo	floors	repaired	and	new	inserts	fitted
o	 New	wall	lighting
o	 New	glass	lantern	at	roof	level	with	opening	sidelights	linked	to	fire	

alarm

•	 Toilets
o	 Access	doors	in	walnut	veneer	with	vision	panels	and	toned	&	

waxed ironmongery
o	 New	vinyl	or	linoleum	floors
o Plastered walls
o Suspended plasterboard ceilings with recessed lighting
o Walnut panelling and cubicles, with stainless steel ironmongery
o Vitreous china fittings with semi-countertop washbasins in walnut 

cabinets
o	 Stainless	steel	taps,	flush	controls,	grab	rails	and	associated	fittings
o Toilet cubicles to include douches

 
 

4
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4 Schedule	of	Architectural	Finishes

OTHER	CIRCULATION	CORES

•	 Lobbies
o	 New	carpet	tile	floors
o Walls repaired and repainted
o Ceilings repaired and repainted
o All new fire rated doors in painted or stained timber
o	 Ironmongery	generally	in	stainless	steel,	but	toned	&	waxed	bronze	

when facing the main space

•	 Toilets
o Access doors in painted timber with vision panels and stainless 

steel ironmongery
o	 New	vinyl	or	linoleum	floors
o Plastered walls
o Laminate panelling and cubicles, with stainless steel ironmongery
o Suspended plasterboard ceilings with recessed lighting
o Vitreous china fittings with semi-countertop washbasins in laminate 

cabinets
o	 Stainless	steel	taps,	flush	controls,	grab	rails	and	associated	fittings
o Toilet cubicles to include douches

•	 Staircases
o All new fire rated doors in painted timber with stainless steel iron-

mongery
o Walls refinished in plaster and repainted
o	 Existing	terrazzo	floors	repaired	and	new	inserts	fitted
o Balustrades refinished and repainted
o	 New	wall	lighting

 
TYPICAL UPPER FLOOR

•	 Floors	1	to	7
o Cat. A fit-out thoroughout
o	 New	steel	plate	access	floors
o Plastered walls and columns
o Suspended plasterboard or steel tray ceilings with recessed active 

chilled beams and lighting
o	 Switch	plates	and	power	plates	in	toned	&	waxed	bronze
o Refurbished windows with new patinated bronze ironmongery
o	 New	roller	blinds	for	solar	glare	fitted	to	window	frames	with	steel	

wire guides

 

BASEMENT

•	 Parking	space
o	 External	grade	paint	to	floors,	walls,	columns	and	soffits	including	

to centralised waste storage
o	 New	ramp	in	painted	timber	with	steel	handrails
o	 New	Sheffield	type	cycle	stands	in	painted	steel

•	 Lobbies
o	 New	vinyl	or	linoleum	floors
o Walls repaired and repainted
o Ceilings repaired and repainted
o All new fire rated doors in painted timber
o	 Ironmongery	generally	in	stainless	steel,	but	toned	&	waxed	bronze	

when facing the lift lobby

•	 Changing	facilities
o	 Non-slip	vinyl	or	linoleum	floors
o Painted plasterboard walls
o Suspended plasterboard ceilings
o Painted timber doors and stainless steel ironmongery
o Shatterproof glass and retractable plastic seat to showers

ROOF

•	 Plant	rooms	above	Victoria	Street	and	Tothill	Street	wings
o External cladding to be replaced with zinc cladding in matching 

joint pattern, including ventilation louvers
o Existing metal louvre screens to external plant to be replaced with 

new
o Existing exposed asphalt finishes to be repaired and reintegrated 

as necessary - see sections above for insulation proposals
o Permanent cleaning cradles to be allowed for in cost plan to 

access, clean and maintain external facade and windows in the 
coutyard elevations

•	 Central	staircase
o	 New	aluminium	framed	lantern	with	double	glazing	and	openable	

side lights fitted with actuators linked to fire alarm

4
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5 Environmental Strategy

Please refer to the following reports, issued under separate cover:

•	 Stage	C	Environmental	Engineering	Report
•	 Stage	C	Acoustics	Report
•	 Stage	C	Lighting	Report

5
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Image 2.1 showing the opening formed in the RC wall.

Image 5.1 Optional framing transferring new loads back to the main frame.
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6 Structural Considerations

In response to the architectural options for the building modifications we have 
reviewed the structural implications. The items below describe possible the 
methods and work required to form the alterations to the main structure. 
These observations are based on the record information we have to hand 
and from various site visits. During the next stage of the design we would 
seek to clarify the options and confirm the assumptions made and investigate 
areas that need clarifications.  

1.	 Structural	modifications	at	ground	floor	for	independent	access	to	retail	
unit.	(Wall	6	–	Record	Drawing	Ref	120H	and	254))

1a. The existing concrete wall can accommodate the proposed en-
trance.	The	RC	Wall	is	180mm	thick	and	reinforced	with	Y16	bars	
at 150mm c/c. 

1b. The wall edges might require edge treatment to help transfer the 
loads from above to the wall in the basement. This can be done 
with either installing steel 203UC sections fixed to the walls – or by 
constructing a concrete pier, 300mm square doweled into the cut 
face of the wall.

 
2. Enlarging the windows on the sides of the central core - opening up RC 

Walls (Walls 8 and 9, Record Drawing Reference 254,354. Beam E,F 
ref 411) 

2a. The openings can be formed in the wall without any structural 
enhancements	or	alterations.	The	walls	are	supported	at	each	floor	
by beams which will remain in place. 

3. Stair shaft removal internal blockwork partition removal.

3a. Removal of block stair possible without structural interventions or 
modifications. The blockwall should be demolished from top down. 

4. Removal of spandrels to central lobby’s courtyard elevation.

4a. There is a possibility that an up stand forms part of the slab support 
between the columns on either side. The drawings indicate an up-
stand	beam	1640mm	high	and	260mm	wide.	This	beam	seems	to	
support the adjacent slab and if removed will need to be replaced 
with a steel beam. As this facade forms part of the fire compart-
mentation strategy the concrete frame should remain as is. 

 
5. Rooftop extension and loading issues

5a. The roof slab is lightly reinforced to accept the screed and water-
proofing	loads	and	a	nominal	1.5kN/m2	for	normal	roof	access.	

5b.	 Loading	for	office	space	are	2.5kN/m2	plus	1	kN/m2	for	partitions,	
allowing	1kN/m2	for	roof	and	floor	finishes	suggests	a	total	addi-
tional	loading	of	4.0	kN/m2.

5c. Any increase in loading for office space will have to be formed of a 
lightweight	structure,	with	a	floor	and	roof	frame	supporting	finishes	
and transferring the loads onto the columns below via beams and 
posts as part of the lightweight frame. 

6.	 New	service	riser	in	toilet	areas.
 

6a.	 The	riser	will	be	formed	within	a	280mm	thick	floor;	as	the	floor	is	
load bearing and adjacent to an existing service riser (to be infilled), 
a steel beam will be required to pick up the edge of the new void 
and infill section of the existing. The steel beam will span from the 
lift core to the external wall. 

7.	 New	entrance	to	Tothill	street.

7a.	 The	new	dropped	floor	slab	at	the	entrance	will	require	remodel-
ling of the slab area; including demolition of the existing slab to 
be dropped with the installation of RC transfer beams to carry the 
loads back to the existing columns. 

8. Platform Lift in the existing Tothill Street Entrance.

8a. The existing slab will need to be removed and reinstalled at the 
lower level. The platform loadings can be accommodated within 
the current frame. 

9. Investigations

9a. Tender returns have been received and a recommendation made 
to the client. 

9b. The investigations include a reduced specification for concrete 
testing and noted areas for facade and cladding inspections. 

10. Scope of works for structural alterations. (Outline Specification)
 

10a. Survey and record location of existing structure and reinforcement 
and compare to the existing drawings provided. 

10b.Produce method statements for all the works, demolition, tempo-
rary and permanent installation .

10c. Clearly mark out areas to be cut out and install temporary works 
and protection if any required.

10d.Install permanent works prior to demolition of works if required. 
10e. Paint exposed reinforcement with corrosion protection. 
10f. All infill concrete to be RC35 designed to reduce shrinkage. 
10g.All new steel work painted to match existing levels of fire protection. 

2 hours for main frame elements. 

6
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7 Fire Strategy

7
The main findings from a preliminary review of the current arrangements by 
the Fire Engineering Consultants, Tenos, are summarised in Table 1 below. 

The most significant items are:

•	 Based	on	standard	floor	space	factors	in	ADB	to	the	Building	Regula-
tions	(e.g.	6	m2/person	for	office	accommodation),	the	main	office	floors	
on First to Seventh Floors would have a maximum population of 1,737 
people. The current notional stair widths of 1,300 mm for all three stairs 
would	only	provide	capacity	for	1,680	people	on	these	floors.	How-
ever, it appears feasible to increase the capacity of the escape stairs to 
1,780 people on First to Seventh Floors, as follows:
o Central stair: alter the handrails, remove the heater cabinets from 

within the stair enclosure and change the storey exit doors to the 
stair to a provide clear width of 1,400 mm; and

o Tothill Street and Victoria Street stairs: widen the final exits to both 
stairs to a minimum of 1,350 mm (the width of a sample of stair 
flights	measured	at	upper	floors).

•	 The	option	for	an	(8th	floor)	roof	extension	comprising	300	m²	of	meeting	
rooms would exceed the vertical escape capacity unless all three stairs 
were extended to roof level and the 8th	floor	population	were	limited	to	
159 people. Alternatively an evacuation strategy based on modified 
phased evacuation could be considered, but this would present a high 
risk to approvability.

•	 ADB	would	recommend	that	the	option	for	an	(8th	floor)	roof	extension	
comprising	300	m²	of	meeting	rooms	should	be	provided	with	two	fire	
fighting shafts. It may be acceptable to extend the current fire fighting 
shaft to the 8th	floor	and	provide	a	dry	riser	within	the	Victoria	Street	stair	
although this would present a high risk to approvability. 
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 Technical Note 
 
Project: 4 Victoria Street Date: 2nd April 2012 

Client:  Building Design Partnership Ltd  Authors: Thomas Brown and 

Russell Clinton Ref: TS11731-N02-ISSUE3  

Re: Preliminary Fire Safety Review Checked by: Simon Hibberd 

Introduction 

This Technical Note summarises the preliminary review of the proposed refurbishment works at 
4 Victoria Street, London SW1 in terms of compliance with statutory (life safety) requirements.  

The current arrangements and the proposed alterations have been reviewed against current guidance 
provided in Approved Document B (ADB) and are based on the drawings listed in Annex A.1. 

The office building at 4 Victoria Street was constructed in the 1970’s. It comprises ten levels: 
basement, ground, and eight above ground floors and is currently arranged as follows: 

 Basement: plant, workshops and parking. 
 Ground floor: plant, office space and a reception area. 
 First to Seventh floors: office accommodation (currently only occupied on levels 1 and 6). 
 Eighth floor: roof-top plant rooms. 
 

The main findings from a preliminary review of the current arrangements are summarised in Table 1. 
The most significant items are discussed below: 

 Based on standard floor space factors in ADB to the Building Regulations (e.g. 6 m2/person for 
office accommodation), the main office floors on First to Seventh Floors would have a maximum 
population of 1,737 people. The current notional stair widths of 1,300 mm for all three stairs 
would only provide capacity for 1,680 people on these floors. However, it appears feasible to 
increase the capacity of the escape stairs to 1,780 people on First to Seventh Floors, as follows: 
• Central stair: alter the handrails, remove the heater cabinets from within the stair enclosure 

and change the storey exit doors to the stair to a provide clear width of 1,400 mm; and 
• Tothill Street and Victoria Street stairs: widen the final exits to both stairs to a minimum of 

1,350 mm (the width of a sample of stair flights measured at upper floors). 
 

 The option for an (8th floor) roof extension comprising 300 m² of meeting rooms would exceed 
the vertical escape capacity unless all three stairs were extended to roof level and the 8th floor 
population were limited to 159 people. Alternatively an evacuation strategy based on modified 
phased evacuation could be considered, but this would present a high risk to approvability. 

 
 ADB would recommend that the option for an (8th floor) roof extension comprising 300 m² of 

meeting rooms should be provided with two fire fighting shafts. It may be acceptable to extend 
the current fire fighting shaft to the 8th floor and provide a dry riser within the Victoria Street stair 
although this would present a high risk to approvability. 

 
The findings from a preliminary review of the design options are presented in tables 2, 3 and 4.  
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Non-compliance with standard guidance will continue to represent a design risk until agreement to 
alternative approaches has been reached with the approvals bodies. 

The review is intended to cover items that may have a major impact on cost or the building layout. 
Detailed aspects of design, such as the direction of door swing, specific doorway widths etc, have not 
been addressed at this stage. 

Statutory requirements 

Building Regulations 
The alterations will be subject to the provisions of the Building Regulations 2010, which are the 
primary basis for statutory control of building design in England and Wales. 
 
Guidance on compliance with the requirements of Part B of the Building Regulations is presented in 
Approved Document B (ADB).  

Alterations to existing buildings 
When the work comprises a material alteration (e.g. extension) to an existing building, Building 
Regulation 4(3), requires only that after completion of the works the building should be no more 
unsatisfactory in relation to an existing requirement than before the work was carried out. 

Section 20 of the London Building Acts 
The building is located within the City of Westminster and has a storey at a height greater than 25 m 
and an area greater than 930 m². The building is therefore subject to the provisions of Section 20 of 
the London Building Acts 1939 (as amended). This enables the local authority to require additional 
measures such as: 
 

 sprinkler protection; 
 smoke ventilation; 
 additional conditions in respect of designated special fire risk areas within the building. 

 
Guidance on compliance with Section 20 of the London Building Act is given in the London District 
Surveyors Association fire safety guide Fire Safety in Section 20 Buildings. 

Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 
The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 (FSO) came into effect in 2006 and replaced the Fire 
Precautions Act, the Fire Precautions (Workplace) Regulations and various other pieces of fire safety 
legislation. 

Responsibility for compliance with the FSO will rest with the “responsible person”. In a workplace this 
will usually be the employer together with persons who may have control of other parts of the 
premises. In other cases the person(s) who has control of the premises will be the “responsible 
person”. The Fire Safety Order places on the “responsible person” specific duties such as carrying out 
a risk assessment and providing first-aid firefighting equipment. 

Loss prevention  

Legislation is only concerned with life safety and not with financial loss. It may, therefore, be desirable 
to take additional measures to reduce the potential for fire related losses. A separate commentary on 
loss prevention matters will be provided under separate cover. 
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Fire safety measures 

Table 1 summarises the main fire safety measures associated with the current building that are likely to be necessary to achieve compliance with 
statutory requirements. However, these items should be treated as indicative only until the fire safety strategy has been fully developed. 

Table 1- Main fire safety measures 

Feature Recommendation of guidance Current provision Comment 

Means of warning and escape 

Automatic fire 
detection and 
alarm 

Manual call point system. 
Automatic detection exceeds 
recommendations of standard 
guidance. 

Automatic fire detection and 
alarm system is provided. 
Details of the system to be 
confirmed. 

Current provision should comply with ADB guidance, subject 
to condition survey of existing fire alarm system.  
Section 20 guidance makes no recommendations with respect 
to automatic fire detection and alarm. 
Automatic fire detection permits flexibility in tenant 
arrangements. 

Horizontal 
escape: Travel 
distances  

Travel distances to the nearest 
exit should not exceed 18m in a 
single direction or 45m where 
egress is possible in two 
directions. 

Compliant with ADB. 

- 

Horizontal 
escape capacity 

Storey exits should provide 
sufficient capacity (discounting 
largest). 

Compliant with ADB (see 
Annex A.3). - 

Wheelchair 
refuges 

ADB recommends that refuges 
be provided to each protected 
stair. 

Refuges are not currently 
provided in two of the 
protected escape stairs. 

The works will not make the existing provisions worse and 
therefore are compliant by virtue of Regulation 4(3) of the 
Building Regulations.  
However in order to comply with the FSO, consideration 
should be given to the provision of refuges in each protected 
stair or lobby. If refuges are not provided the occupiers will 
need to develop management procedures to assist wheelchair 
occupants to evacuate the building. 
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Feature Recommendation of guidance Current provision Comment 

Vertical escape  

The escape capacity of the 
stairs should be sufficient for the 
maximum proposed population 
of the building. 

Based on standard floor 
space factors (e.g. 
6 m2/person for office 
accommodation), the First to 
Seventh Floors would have a 
maximum population of 
1,737 people. Based on the 
current notional stair widths 
of 1,300 mm, the three stairs 
(each provided with 
protected lobbies at all floors) 
would only provide capacity 
for 1,680 people on these 
floors. (see Annex A.2). 

It appears feasible to increase the capacity of the escape 
stairs to 1,780 people on First to Seventh Floors, as follows: 

 
a) Central stair: alter the handrails, remove the heater 

cabinets from within the stair enclosure and change the 
storey exit doors to the stair to a provide clear width of 
1,400 mm; and 

 
b) Tothill Street and Victoria Street stairs widen the final exits 

to both stairs to a minimum of 1,350 mm (the width of a 
sample of stair flights measured at upper floors. Minimum 
width to be confirmed throughout). 

Escape lighting Provide in all underground or 
windowless accommodation, 
office space and stairwells and 
in compliance with BS 5266-1. 

Advised that emergency 
lighting is provided within the 
building. Details of provision 
to be confirmed. 

Current provision should comply by virtue of regulation 4(3) of 
the building Regulations, subject to condition survey of existing 
system. 
It may be necessary to provide a new installation to suit 
refurbishment proposals. 

Exit signage Provided in accordance with BS 
5499-1 & 4. 

Emergency exit signage is 
provided within the building. 

Current provision should be amended to suit the new layout. 

Emergency 
electrical power 
supply 

Required for fire fighting lift. Secondary power supply 
available from generator. Compliant. 

Internal fire spread (structure) 

Fire resistance 
of structure 

90 minutes. To be confirmed. Existing provision should comply with the Building Regulations 
by virtue of Regulation 4(3). 

Compartment 
walls 

90 minutes to adjacent building. To be confirmed. Existing provision should comply with the Building Regulations 
by virtue of Regulation 4(3). 
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Feature Recommendation of guidance Current provision Comment 

Compartment 
floors 

90 minutes between basement 
and ground. 

To be confirmed. Existing provision should comply with the Building Regulations 
by virtue of Regulation 4(3). 

Enclosure of 
special places of 
fire hazard 

30 minutes fire resisting 
construction with 30 minute fire 
doors. 

To be confirmed. See “Special fire risk areas” in Section 20 requirements. 
 

External fire spread 

Unprotected 
areas 

The building should be designed 
to reduce the spread of fire to 
adjacent buildings. 

To be confirmed. Existing provision should comply with the Building Regulations 
by virtue of Regulation 4(3). 

Facilities for the fire service 

Firefighting 
shafts 

Two fire fighting shafts with lifts 
and dry rising mains and one 
protected escape stair provided 
with a fire main. 

One fire fighting shaft with 
fireman’s lift (Central stair 
and one lift in core) with two 
dry rising mains, both with 
outlets in the firefighting (lift) 
lobby. 
 
Maximum distance on floor 
plate from the fire main outlet 
is approximately 67 m 
(conventional limit is 60 m). 

Existing provision should comply with the Building Regulations 
by virtue of Regulation 4(3) subject to revised layouts not 
extending the distance on the floor plates from the fire main 
outlets. 
Subject to agreement with the statutory authorities, it may be 
possible to rationalise the smoke ventilation arrangements as 
follows: 
Stair: 1.5 m2 at top of stair (i.e. omit existing smoke vent shaft). 
Lobby: 1.5 m2 ventilator serving 3 m2 shaft (omit one existing 
smoke shaft and reduce area of the remaining smoke shaft, 
enclosed at base).  

Fire tender 
access 

To with 18 m of dry rising main 
inlets. 

Fire main inlets currently 
located within 18 m of fire 
tender access on Tothill 
Street and Victoria Street. 

Compliant with ADB. 

Basement 
smoke 
ventilation 

Natural ventilation of more than 
2.5% of car park area. 

Naturally smoke ventilation 
provided. Aggregate area to 
be confirmed. 

Existing provision should comply with the Building Regulations 
by virtue of Regulation 4(3). 
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Feature Recommendation of guidance Current provision Comment 

Additional Section 20 requirements 

Sprinkler system Sprinkler protection throughout 
the building. 

Sprinkler protection noted in 
the basement car park and 
workshop and automatic 
fixed gaseous fire 
extinguishing system in 
basement generator room. 

When the building was built Section 20 guidance did not 
recommend sprinkler protection to above ground office 
accommodation. 
 
The existing sprinkler provision and gaseous fire extinguishing 
systems should be retained to maintain compliance with 
Section 20 approval. 

Smoke control 
system 

Openable windows fitted with 
budget type lock, equivalent in 
area to 2.5% of the total floor 
area, well distributed at high 
level so as to provide cross 
ventilation. 

Openable windows providing 
more than 2.5% ventilation 
area are provided on all 
floors above ground. 
 

Minimum provision in Section 20 guidance should be retained.   

Underground 
car park and 
other “Special 
Fire Risk Areas” 

4 hour fire separation; 
 
Openings protected by double 
fire shutters and ventilated 
lobbies. 
 
Natural smoke ventilation to all 
areas. 

Degree of fire separation to 
be confirmed. However 
provision appears to be 
consistent with current 
Section 20 guidance. 
 
Natural smoke ventilation is 
provided to the basement car 
park (see “Facilities for the 
fire service” above). Smoke 
ventilation for other “Special 
Fire Risk Areas” to be 
confirmed. 
 

The existing Section 20 provisions should be retained. 

Fire control 
centre 

Fire control centre should be 
provided in a suitably protected 
area. 

Provided in security room on 
ground floor. 

The existing arrangement should be maintained. 
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Feature Recommendation of guidance Current provision Comment 

Fire hose reels Fire hose reels should be 
provided in accordance with BS 
6306: Part 1 and BS 5274. 

Fire hose reels are provided 
throughout the building. 

Notwithstanding standard guidance, it is now common practice 
not to provide hose reels in Section 20 buildings. Subject to 
agreement with Westminster Building Control it should be 
possible to omit them as part of the refurbishment. The risk to 
approval presented by the non-compliance is considered to be 
very low. 

Fire Safety Order (FSO) 

First aid 
firefighting 
appliances 

Suitable portable fire 
extinguishers should be 
provided. 

To be confirmed. Current extinguisher provision should be reviewed as part of 
refurbishment works. 

Fire risk 
assessment 

Should be carried out by the 
Responsible person(s). 

Current fire risk assessment 
not available for review. 

A fire risk assessment should be in place for the current 
occupancy. 
 
Where the building continues to be occupied during the works 
the risk assessment should be updated to reflect the 
temporary arrangements. This may require liaison between the 
occupier and contractor. The temporary arrangements are 
outside the scope of this report. 
 
A new fire risk assessment should be carried out prior to 
occupation of the refurbished building. 
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Design options 

Core design option 
Table 2 summarises the main variations from standard guidance associated with the core design 
option. However, these items should be treated as indicative only until the fire safety strategy has been 
fully developed. Where a risk to approval is perceived a quantitative level of this risk has been noted.  
 
Table 2 – Core design option variations from guidance 

Feature Recommendation of guidance Comment 

Fire fighting 
shaft 

Fire fighting lobby should be 
provided with a dry riser outlet and 
a 3 m² free area ventilation shaft. 

Lobby doors should be rearranged so that the 
dry riser and ventilation shaft is located within 
the fire fighting lobby. 
 
Currently the fire fighting shaft is provided with 
two dry riser outlets on each floor. ADB 
recommends that only one dry riser is needed. 
One of the dry risers may therefore be 
removed. 

Fire fighting shaft should be 
separated from the rest of the 
building by 2 hour fire resisting 
construction (both integrity and 
insulation). 

Either: 
 
 the external walls of the Victoria Street and 

Tothill Street wings be constructed of 2 
hour fire resisting construction up to a 
distance of 5 m from the fire fighting shaft 
or, 

 the external wall of the fire fighting shaft be 
constructed of 2 hour fire resisting 
construction. 

Fire-fighting lobbies should not form 
part of a general circulation route 
within any storey except for 
circulation between storeys and to 
sanitary accommodation. 

Either: 
 
 the existing doors between the fire fighting 

lobby and the circulation lobby be retained 
or, 

 the afore mentioned doors be removed and 
the doors between the fire fighting lobby 
and the accommodation be held open on 
magnetic hold open devices. This would 
need to be agreed with Building Control. 
The risk to approval presented by the non-
compliance is considered to be low-
medium. 

Stair 
ventilation 
shaft 

The stair should be provided with a 
1.5 m² openable vent at the head of 
the stair that will be actuated by the 
fire alarm system. 

The shaft may be removed from the stair core 
providing the recommendations outlined are 
met. 
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Feature Recommendation of guidance Comment 

Stair escape 
width 

Based on standard guidance, the 
maximum projected population for 
the office floors would indicate that 
the stair should have a clear width 
of 1,400 mm. 

The risers within the stair enclosure should be 
removed so that they do not restrict the width 
of the stair or the population of the office floor 
limited to the existing stair capacity. 

Stair door 

Stair shaft is to be separated from 
the fire fighting lobby by a 60 minute 
fire resisting construction with a 
FD30S door. 

Glazed door indicated should be provided as 
an FD30S fire door. 

Ground floor design options 
There are currently four design options for the ground floor area. Table 3 summarises the main 
variations from standard guidance associated with the ground floor design options. However, these 
items should be treated as indicative only until the fire safety strategy has been fully developed. 
 
Table 3 – Ground floor design options variations from guidance 

Option Feature Recommendation of 
guidance 

Comment 

1, 2, 3 
and 4 

Café/flexible 
meeting 
room area 
means of 
escape 

Rooms with more than 
60 occupants should be 
provided with two means 
of escape. 

It appears that the café/flexible meeting room 
area could have a population in excess of 60 
people. If so, the area should be provided with 
an alternative, step-free means of escape to 
the service yard. If the alternative means of 
escape cannot be provided as step-free a 
disabled refuge should be provided. 

Victoria 
Street 
separate 
tenancy 

Rooms with more than 
60 occupants should be 
provided with two means 
of escape. 

To allow for full flexibility the unit should be 
provided with two means of escape. A single 
exit could be acceptable based on a 
population less than 60 people. 

1 and 
2 

Fire fighting 
lobby 

The fire fighting lobby 
should be separated 
from other areas by 2 
hour fire resisting 
construction. 

The separation between the fire fighting lobby 
and the adjacent café and reception areas 
should consist of 2 hour fire resisting 
construction with FD60S doors. 
 

2 and 
4 

Tothill Street 
reception 

A reception area of not 
more than 10 m² may be 
provided within a 
protected stairway. 

The reception area shown has an area of 
25 m². The arrangement may be acceptable 
subject to the reception area being separated 
from the stair by 2 hour fire resisting 
construction (and an FD60S fire door) and 
limiting the area of desk and seating to 10 m². 
This would need to be agreed with Building 
Control.  
The risk to approval presented by the non-
compliance is considered to be medium. 
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Option Feature Recommendation of 
guidance 

Comment 

3 and 
4 

Fire fighting 
shaft 

The fire fighting lobby 
should be separated 
from other areas by 
2 hour fire resisting 
construction. 

The glazed wall separating the independent 
retail unit from the fire fighting lobby should 
provide 2 hour fire integrity and insulation. 

1 Fire fighting 
lobby 

The fire fighting lobby 
should be separated 
from other areas by 2 
hour fire resisting 
construction. 

The break-out area should be limited to 10 m² 
(similar to a reception desk).  
Alternatively, a 1 hour fire resisting lobby 
should be provided from the stair to the 
breakout space. The wall between the stair 
and the lobby should consist of 2 hour fire 
resisting construction with an FD60S fire door. 
This would need to be agreed with Building 
Control.  
The risk to approval presented by the non-
compliance is considered to be low. 

Roof extension design options 
There is a design option to provide approximately 300 m² of meeting room space on the roof level of 
the Victoria Street wing. This would make the 8th floor a normally occupied floor (whereas it is currently 
plant only). Table 4 presents the main implementations for the fire safety design.. 
 
Table 4 – the main fire safety considerations of the rooftop design concept 

Feature Recommendation of 
guidance 

Comment 

Sprinkler 
protection 

ADB and Section 20 
guidance recommends 
sprinkler protection for 
buildings above 30 m in 
height. 

Survey drawings indicate that the 8th floor finished floor 
level is 29.85 m. On this basis, it should not be 
necessary to provide sprinkler protection to the office 
accommodation to meet Building Regulations 
requirements. Based on compliant fire fighting access 
(see below), it is not anticipated that Building Control 
will require retrofitting of sprinklers for compliance with 
Section 20. However this should be confirmed. 
The risk to approval presented by the non-compliance 
is considered to be medium. 

Fire fighting 
shaft 

Two fire fighting shafts 
should be provided to 
serve all occupied floors. 

The existing fire fighting shaft and all its fire fighting 
features should be extend to the roof level and a dry 
riser provided in the Victoria Street stair. 
This would need to be agreed with Building Control. 
The risk to approval presented by the non-compliance 
is considered to be high. 

Structural fire 
resistance 

The structure supporting 
the 8th floor should be 
provided with 90 minutes 
fire resistance. 

It should be confirmed that the 8th floor structure is 
provided with 90 minutes fire resistance. 
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Feature Recommendation of 
guidance 

Comment 

External fire 
spread 

The floor separating the 
8th and 7th floors should 
be provided with 
90 minutes fire resisting 
construction. 

The fire resistance of the 8th floor should be confirmed 
as being 90 minutes. The platform lift should be 
provided within a 90 minute fire resisting shaft. 

Fire alarm 
and 
automatic 
detection 

Manual call point system. 
Automatic detection 
exceeds 
recommendations of 
standard guidance. 

Current arrangement should be extended to the new 
accommodation. 

Horizontal 
escape travel 
distance 

A minimum of two storey 
exits should be provided 
and travel distances, 
where escape is possible 
in two directions be 
limited to 45 m. Where 
escape is possible in only 
one direction travel 
distance should be limited 
to 18 m. 

Travel distances should comply with the 
recommendations of standard guidance. 

Vertical 
escape 
capacity 

The escape capacity of 
the stairs should be 
sufficient for the 
maximum proposed 
population of the building. 

Using the floor space factors in ADB the proposed 
population of the roof level will be in excess of 
300 people. This will significantly exceed the capacity 
of the stairs, based on simultaneous evacuation. Either 
all three stairs will need to serve 8th floor and the 
population limited to 159 people (approximately 
2 m²/person for the meeting rooms) or an alternative 
strategy based on modified phased evacuation could 
be developed. However, this would be a non-standard 
solution and without sprinkler protection is considered 
to present a high risk in terms of approvability. This 
option would require detailed evaluation at the next 
design stage and consultation with the approval 
authorties. 

 

Conclusions 

The proposals contain a number of significant non-compliances with standard guidance and it is 
therefore recommended that the options for resolving these be reviewed with the design team at the 
earliest opportunity. 
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 Annex A.1 – Drawings 

The review has been based on the following drawings by BDP received on 13/10/11: 

 Sketch Proposals “Option 1 – 4 Victoria street”;  
 
And the following drawings by BDP received on 03/02/12: 
  
 VC26A001 - Survey Drawing Basement Floor Plan as existing; 
 VC26A002 - Survey Drawing Ground Floor Plan as existing; 
 VC26A003 - Survey Drawing First Floor Plan as existing; 
 VC26A004 - Survey Drawing Second Floor Plan as existing; 
 VC26A005 - Survey Drawing Third Floor Plan as existing; 
 VC26A006 - Survey Drawing Firth Floor Plan as existing; 
 VC26A007 - Survey Drawing Fifth Floor Plan as existing; 
 VC26A008 - Survey Drawing Sixth Floor Plan as existing; 
 VC26A009 - Survey Drawing Seventh Floor Plan as existing; 
 VC26A010 - Survey Drawing Eighth Floor Plan as existing; 
 VC26A011 - Survey Drawing Roof Plan as existing; 
 VC26A012 - Survey Drawing Section A-A as existing; 
 VC26A013 - Survey Drawing Section B-B as existing; 
 VC26A014 - Survey Drawing Section C-C as existing; 
 VC26A015 - Survey Drawing Section D-D, E-E, F-F as existing; and 
 VC26A016 - Survey Drawing Section G-G as existing. 

 
And the following drawings by BDP received on 16/03/12: 
  
 Central Core BDPska120316.01; 
 Reception Option1 BDPska120316.02; 
 Reception Option2 BDPska120316.03; 
 Reception Option3 BDPska120316.04; 
 Reception Option4 BDPska120316.05; 
 Typical Section 1; 
 Typical Section 2; 
 Typical Section 3 BDPska120316.06; 
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  Annex A.2 – Occupancy calculations 

Table A1 – 4 Victoria Street occupancy profile 

Level Use Area (m2) Floor Space Factor 
(m2/person) Occupancy 

8 Plant 810 30 27 
327 

Meeting rooms 300 1 300 

7 Office 1,420 6 237 

6 Office 1,559 6 260 

5 Office 1,559 6 260 

4 Office 1,559 6 260 

3 Office 1,559 6 260 

2 Office 1,559 6 260 

1 Office 1,199 6 200 

Ground Plant 26 30 1 

111 

Office 65 6 11 

Reception 214 Number of covers 
+ 2 staff  16 

Security office 18 6 3 

Coffee shop & meeting rooms 317 Number of covers 
+ 2 staff 80 

Basement Plant 385 30 13 

1531 Workshop 197 5 40 

Car park 987 2 people per 
space 1001 

 Building total (excluding car park) 2,1281 

Note: 1 –The number of parking spaces is not currently known. The current estimate of 50 spaces 
results in a population of 100 people. However, this population is ignored when considering the 
maximum projected populations for the building, since it has already been counted in the other 
accommodation. 
² - The occupancy profile accounts for the worst case ground floor design option, i.e. option 1 and 
additional rooftop option. 
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Table A2 – Other demise occupancy 

Demise Use Area (m2) Floor Space Factor 
(m2/person) Occupancy 

Independent 
retail unit Coffee shop 317 1 m² 317 

Victoria 
Street Unit Unknown 70 1 m² 701 

Note: 1 –The use and population of the Victoria Street retail unit should be confirmed at the next design 
stage. 

  Annex A.3 – Means of escape 

Horizontal escape 
Each floor is provided with sufficient horizontal escape capacity for the proposed populations, see 
Table A3 below). 
 
Table A3 – horizontal escape 

Level Occupancy Storey Exits 
Horizontal capacity 
(after discounting 

largest exit) 

8 327 1 x 1,350 mm; 2 x 1,250 mm 500 

7 237 1 x 1,200 mm; 2 x 1,300 mm 500 

6 260 1 x 1,200 mm; 2 x 1,300 mm 500 

5 260 1 x 1,200 mm; 2 x 1,300 mm 500 

4 260 1 x 1,200 mm; 2 x 1,300 mm 500 

3 260 1 x 1,200 mm; 2 x 1,300 mm 500 

2 260 1 x 1,200 mm; 2 x 1,300 mm 500 

1 200 1 x 1,200 mm; 2 x 1,300 mm 500 

Ground 24 1 x 1,550 mm; 1 x 1,500 mm;  
1 x 1,270 mm ; 1 x 750 mm 614 

Basement 1531 1 x 3,050 mm; 1 x 800 mm; 
1 x 1,500 mm 360 

Note: 1 – The number of parking spaces is not currently known. The current estimate of 50 spaces 
results in a population of 100 people. However, this population is ignored when considering the 
maximum projected populations for the building, since it has already been counted in the other 
accommodation. 
² - The existing ground floor arrangement has been used for Table A3 as the design options provided 
are only sketches and do not therefore show proposed door widths. 
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Vertical escape 
In order to accommodate the population of the upper floors (excluding the option for the roof-top 
meeting rooms) the central stair should be provided with at least 1,400 mm clear width. The required 
escape width can be achieved by: 
 

 Rearranging the handrails so that they do not intrude more than 100 mm into the stairwell; 
 Removing the heaters within the stairwell; and 
 Ensuring that the swing at the landing doors do not impinge on the 1,400 mm clear width of 

the stair. 
 
Assuming the above conditions are met, the building will be provided with two 1,350 mm wide stairs 
and one 1,400 mm stair. This will provide the above ground floors with vertical escape capacity for 
1,939 people. This would limit the 8th floor population to 159 people, which may not be sufficient for the 
design option for 300 m² of meeting/conference rooms at this level. An alternative fire engineered 
approach based on modified phased evacuation could be considered. 
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Risk Ref. 
No. 

Date Noted Description of Risk/Design Issue Action to be taken Ownership Date Actioned 

1  January 
2012 

IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT NO GROUNDWORKS ARE PROPOSED AS PART OF THE EXISTING SCOPE.  SHOULD THAT CHANGE AS THE DESIGN DEVELOPS, THE FOLLOWING 
GROUND RISKS SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION. 

   

    Ground risks : 
 
Possible presence of below ground gas. 
 
Contamination to the ground. 
 
Groundwater. 
 
Possible obstructions in the ground from existing structures to be retained or 
demolished. 
 
Presence of unrecorded underground services. 
 
 
 
 
Underground tunnels, including tube tunnels. 
 
 
Underground rivers, including the River Tyburn. 

 
Gas monitoring. 
 
Ground investigation. 
 
Groundwater monitoring. 
 
Carry out ground radar / probing ahead of any groundworks. 
 
 
Limited existing information is available.  Electronic trace survey to locate below ground 
services.  Detailed drainage survey of the existing below ground drainage may be 
required to identify condition and extent of internal drainage to be modified to 
accommodate proposed alterations. 
 
Consult with tube Infrastructure Protection Engineer to determine the exact position of 
the tube tunnel relative to any new construction. 
 
Check archive information for the position of the below ground river, with possible 
additional investigation. 

BDPSE  No current action required 

2  January 
2012 

 

Details of existing retaining wall waterproofing and waterproofing grade to 
current standards not known as not shown on record drawings available.  
Intrusive survey is required to determine details and could affect design 
details for new and existing retaining wall layout generally. 

Structural condition survey of existing retaining walls may affect design 
principles.  Existing retaining walls are assumed to be in good condition but 
could require extensive repairs or complete replacement depending on 
survey results. 

Client to confirm proposed use of basement. 

Specialist to be appointed to carry out investigations into: 

‐  Waterproofing to basement and any evidence of water ingress 

‐ Condition and strength of existing walls 

BDPA / BDPSE  Survey specification January 2012 

3  January 
2012 

Indication of water ingress.  Unblock and repair drains and flashings. Repair any damaged materials and finishes. 
Assess condition and future use of basement smoke vents. 

BDPSE   

4  January 
2012 

Asbestos  Part Type 2 and part Type 3 survey were undertaken in 2006. Completion of Type 3 
survey to be identified and undertaken. 

BDPA / Client  Next stages 
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Risk Ref. 
No. 

Date Noted Description of Risk/Design Issue Action to be taken Ownership Date Actioned 

5  January 
2012 

Durability.  All retained estate has a finite life left and maintenance will be 
required at various points in the future.   

A specialist testing company to carry out a survey on the retained estate to advise on: 

1. Residual life left in structure before likely maintenance or repair. 

2. Maintenance strategy 

BDPSE  Survey specification January 2012 

6  January 
2012 

Durability – concrete cover to steel reinforcement to be confirmed, including 
assessment on possible carbonation.   

Specialist to carry out intrusive survey to confirm.  Scope of investigations should also 
include the external cladding panels and fins. 

BDPSE  Survey specification January 2012 

7  January 
2012 

Fire resistance of existing structure.  Cover meter survey to be carried out to confirm rating of structure.   BDPSE   

8  January 
2012 

Strength of existing concrete  Investigation to confirm condition and strength of concrete.  BDPSE  Survey specification January 2012 

9  January 
2012 

Presence of high High Alumina Cement Concrete, used particularly in late 
1970’s, which can result in loss of concrete strength. 

Concrete dust samples taken and analysed by specialist, including chloride content 
analysis.  

BDPSE  Survey specification January 2012 

10  January 
2012 

Wood wool slab used as permanent formwork may have resulted in poor 
cover to reinforcement due to loss of concrete into wood wool slab 

A specialist testing company will need to carry out a survey.  BDPSE  Survey specification January 2012 

11  January 
2012 

Concrete facing panels may have defective or corroded fixings  Investigation by specialist into condition of cladding panel fixings, including an 
assessment of insulation type and thickness and waterproofing details. 

BDPSE  Survey specification January 2012 

12  January 
2012 

 

Cavity wall construction may have defective or corroded ties (3no.locations)  Specialist to survey condition of wall ties.  BDPSE  Survey specification January 2012 

13  January 
2012 

Out‐of‐date drawings of existing buildings (e.g. previous modifications).  Allow for contingency to cover additional survey work or risk of incorrect assumptions.  Cost consultant   

14  January 
2012 

Risk that retained estate structure will not conform to current Building 
Regulations. 

Possible further assessment may be required (TBC pending final review of drawings) – 
example may be the ability of the existing drains to comply with current standards 
including allowance for climate change. 

TBA   

15  January 
2012 

 

Existing roof not suitable to support new plant. Plant may need to be 
relocated or existing roof upgraded. 

Current roof plant loadings, proposed (if at all different as it is understood that most 
plant will be reused where possible) loadings and condition of roof, including 
waterproofing details should be undertaken by specialist. 

BDPSE   

16  January 
2012 

Cavity wall construction finishes may not be as anticipated and have 
insufficient insulation. 

Open up internal wall finish to reveal cavity, structure/material finishes to confirm wall 
build up/construction and extent of cavity insulation. 

BDPA  Survey specification January 2012 
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17  January 
2012 

Roof(s) may have insufficient insulation and not be built in accordance with 
existing drawings. 

Remove finishes to reveal structural slab, roof build up and depth of insulation.  BDPA  Survey specification January 2012 

18  January 
2012 

Concrete side walls to lift core may not be removeable to enable improved 
access to toilets. 

 

Open up existing finishes to reveal structure behind.  BDPA  Survey specification January 2012 

19  January 
2012 

Solid wall at ground level to Victoria Street entrance may be structural and 
therefore cannot be opened up as a new entrance. 

Open up part of existing wall internally to reveal structure behind.  BDPA  Survey specification January 2012 

20  January 
2012 

External façade. External facing materials (concrete stone, brick) may be 
damaged, require repair, cleaning or sealants/mortars may be defective.  

Specialist condition survey to be undertaken to detmine extent of repairs required and 
means of undertaking, including cleaning. 

BDPA  Survey specification January 2012 

21  January 
2012 

Existing windows – may require repair/replacement if damaged, including 
ironmongery, mechanisms, sealants and anticipated future life span to be 
determined, including maintenanace requirements. 

Specialist condition survey to be undertaken.  BDPA  Survey specification January 2012 

22  January 
2012 

Acoustics.  Internal and external acoustic conditions may impact on final 
finishes and enhancement for building envelope. 

BDP acoustics ot undertake internal and external acoustic measurements.  BDPBS  January 2012 

23  January 
2012 

Daylight. Existing glazing may impact on proposed lighting levels and further 
enhancements may be required. 

BDPBS to make assessment of light transmittance through existing glazing.  BDPBS  January 2012 

24  January 
2012 

Internal drainage – may be defective or corroded, not meeting current 
Building Regulations. 

Public Health engineer to visit site to inspect and make assessment.  BDPBS  January 2012 

25  January 
2012 

BREEAM. Furether enhancement may involeve ecology report and green 
Travel Plan. 

Design team to undertake BREEAM workshop to assess and determine target ratings.  BDPBS  Commenced  January 2012 ‐ 
ongoing 

26  January 
2012 

Design team may not be in receipt of all existing information, surveys and 
previous recommendations for the building. 

BDP to seek clarification from Client.  BDPA / Client   

27  January 
2012 

Existing services. All existing services may not be suitable for full re‐use to 
meet current regulations and performance requirements. 

Validation suvery commissioned December 2011; further electrical load tests to be 
undertaken. 

BDPBS  In progress, January 2012 

28  January 
2012 

Existing external pavement/yard finshes may be defective and require 
replacing/repair. 

Inspection of condition of existing finishes, abutments and evidence of water ingress.  BDPA   

29  January 
2012

Existing Busbar and cabling may be unsuitable for reuse  Busbar and cabling being tested and results reviewed  BDPBS  In progress March 2012 

30  January 
2012

Existing Generators suitability for reuse  Generators being load tested and control systems upgraded  BDPBS  In progress March 2012 

31  January 
2012

Installation of new LV Switchboard supply risk to existing tenants  Allow for temporary supplies during switch out and consult with tenneants  BDPBS/Client   

32  March 
2012

Windows maintenance and cleaning – currently done via temporary cradle 
hanging from the roof 

Reintegrate ironmongery to make windows tiliting inwards and allow cleaning from inside  BDPA  Develop design at Stage D 
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33  March 
2012

Formation of services risers within existing ventilation shafts in the central 
core – working in restricted areas 

Drywall construction of the separation walls between risers and shafts to maximise 
modularity and ease of installation. Contractor to ensure crash decks are in place 

BDPA / Main 
Contractor 

Develop design at Stage D 

34  March 
2012 

Relocation of existing dry riser inlet facing Victoria Street at ground floor with 
removal of inlet facing Tothill Street 

Discuss / agree with Building Control    BDPA / Tenos  Develop design at Stage D 

35  March 
1012 

Modification of lobbying of the central core on the upper floors to extend the 
lift lobby area 

Discuss / agree with Building Control    BDPA / Tenos  Develop design at Stage D 

36  March 
2012 

Rationalisation of existing ventilation shafts to central core  Discuss / agree with Building Control    BDPA / Tenos  Develop design at Stage D 

37  March 
2012 

Increase in floor area of lift lobby beyond limitations in  current legislation 
(max. 20m2) 

Discuss / agree with Building Control    BDPA / Tenos  Develop design at Stage D 

38  March 
2012 

Dispensation to natural ventilation of ground floor lift lobby  Discuss / agree with Building Control    BDPA / Tenos  Develop design at Stage D 

39  March 
2012 

Increase in floor area of Tothill Street reception space beyond limitations in  
current legislation (max. 10m2) 

Discuss / agree with Building Control    BDPA / Tenos  Develop design at Stage D 

 

8 Designer’s	Risk	Assessment
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9 Cost

Please refer to the Stage C Cost Plan prepared by WT Partnership and is-
sued under separate cover. 9
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10 Programme

For a detailed design programme please refer to RISE information.

It is intended that a Planning Application is prepared at the end of Stage C, 
possibly subdivided in two sections:

•	 Change	of	use	for	the	ground	floor	reception	and	retail	areas
•	 External	modifications	to	the	existing	elevations

An Anchor Workshop is being organised to introduce all the key project and 
design team players, present the Stage C reports and discuss / agree is-
sues such as outstanding design decisions, overarching strategies and the 
procurement approach.
The following format has been suggested:

Morning Session
The morning session is about introducing the team and understanding the 
client’s project objectives. This session will allow the team members of the 
project	to	explain	their	roles,	going	forward,	but	also	reflecting	on	what	works	
have been carried out to date. This session also introduces the project to 
the wider recently appointed team members, with design presentations from 
all the key disciplines, detailing the scheme design, option discussed and 
issues to resolve etc.

First Part of the Afternoon
This is usually a session of key issues (being procurement options) and risks/
opportunities. This is very often facilitated by a member of the Rise team and 
involves a fairly rapid discussion about the key project issues, what the risks 
to the project are and what some of the opportunities are. This should be un-
dertaken by the Rise facilitator encouraging people to raise short sharp head-
ings about such issues, but not to encourage a discussion about how they 
would be solved. That forms part of the work for the afternoon. It is important 
that	all	of	the	headings	raised	are	recorded	on	flip	charts	and	not	by	individu-
als.	It	often	works	quite	well	if	three	flip	charts	are	used,	one	headed	up	Key	
issues, the next Risks and the third Opportunities and then either by going 
round the table or in any order as they come up, the headings are merely 
recorded. At the end of the period of say an hour (this varies enormously) the 
Rise facilitator asks the assembled group to rank these in order of impor-
tance. The workshop then normally breaks for a break.

Second Part of the Afternoon
Over the tea break, somebody from the Rise team and usually the client dis-
cusses the key issues, risks and opportunities raised and decide upon what 
are the most important four or five.
The Member of Rise and the client then split the entire workshop attendees 
into groups, with one group for each of the most important issues raised.
Upon assembling after tea break the workshop attendees are divided into 
groups and asked a very simple question. Given the key issue, risk or oppor-
tunity highlighted, can the individual group tasked with discussing this, either 
resolve the issue or decide upon the best way that the issue will be resolved 
in the near future.
The attendees are then split into their groups for (say) an hour to an hour and 
a half to discuss the issue raised.

Third Part of the Afternoon
Upon re-assembly of all attendees, each of the groups having elected one 
representative, do a short ten minute presentation about the answer to the 
issue raised or how they as a group of individuals think it is best addressed. 
After each short presentation, the workshop discusses in open forum any 
comments they have.

At the Conclusion of the Day
It is very important that at the end of the day there is a discussion about how 
the on-going issues will be resolved. The individual groups should be set 
tasks to report back to a later workshop (or project team meeting) the resolu-
tion to the issues raised or to inform them of on-going progress.
It is very important that at the conclusion of the day there is a sense of team 
ownership and agreement as to the way forward. You will normally find that 
this has been automatically generated throughout the activities of the day, but 
it must be encouraged by the client and/or Rise team.
Normally,	the	attendees	will	agree	that	the	day	has	been	valuable	and	that	
they should reconvene a shorter workshop at which all of the findings or on-
going work are discussed and presented.

10
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11 Measured	Survey	drawings	-	As	existing
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